FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Gold Merit Status Awarded to the Company against Nadcap AC7120
Accreditation in Electronics for Printed Board Assemblies
Durham, Connecticut – March 2022 – Technical Manufacturing Corporation, a leading supplier of
contract electronics manufacturing services to the aerospace and defense industry for mission-critical,
high-reliability and harsh environment applications where reliability and continued performance is critical,
announced this month that it has been awarded gold merit status for the National Aerospace and
Defense Contractors Accreditation Program against the AC7120 audit criteria for printed board
assemblies. The Nadcap program is managed by the Performance Review Institute (PRI) on behalf of all
subscribing prime defense contractors through the Electronics Task Group as a special process to ensure
that all accredited suppliers conform to a uniform set of over 450 rigorous manufacturing requirements
necessary to produce circuit card assemblies for the aerospace and defense industry. PRI maintains the
online Qualified Manufacturers List (QML) which identifies all Nadcap suppliers based on their
commodity or special process accreditation.
The Nadcap merit program exists to reward companies who exhibit superior performance during
their audits by extending their reaccreditation audit cycle frequency from twelve months to up to eighteen
(silver merit) and then twenty-four months (gold merit), generating a significant cost savings. Companies
who achieve merit status means that they typically receive three times fewer major non-conformances
and approximately two times fewer total non-conformances in their Nadcap audits. According to the PRI
website, “the Nadcap audit is a stringent process designed to highlight members of the aerospace supply
chain with outstanding quality and engineering processes. Entry into the merit program represents an
industry-wide recognition for those suppliers who really are the crème de la crème in the industry”.

About Technical Manufacturing Corporation
Technical Manufacturing Corporation is a Connecticut-based contract electronics manufacturing
company that has been successfully providing electronics manufacturing services to companies
worldwide since 1985. We build a wide variety of electronic and electromechanical products for our
customers, which are used in many different commercial and military applications across all industries
including the medical, computer, automotive, aerospace, test & measurement and telecommunications
industries. For more information, please visit us on the internet at www.techmfgcorp.com or contact
David Bonito, Sales & Marketing Manager by email at dbonito@techmfgcorp.com or by phone toll-free at
(888) TECH MFG.
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